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1. Introduction

The International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) briefed us with three objectives:

1. To create a campaign for Think Twice that persuades tourists not to purchase souvenirs* made from animal    
products
2. To increase the association between IFAW and Think Twice
3. To establish potential partnerships between IFAW (Think Twice) and FIFA World Cup corporate alliances 

*(Souvenir: A token of remembrance; a memento) 

This strategy document provides an overview of IFAW and the Think Twice campaign; through conducting a situational 
and SWOT analysis of the brand, our group has identified key brand issues and objectives of the brands respectively. 
Furthermore a positioning statement for Think Twice has been crafted to create recognition for the brand in relation to 
its competitors, as well as to provide a platform on which to build the conceptualising process of establishing possible 
solutions to the brief.
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2. Overview of IFAW and Think Twice Campaign 

IFAW is a global animal welfare organisation that seeks to ‘engage communities, government leaders, and like-minded 
organisations around the world to achieve lasting solutions to pressing animal welfare and conservation challenges 
– solutions that benefit both animals and people.’ (www.IFAW.org) IFAW is a global group of charitable organisations, 
which promote animal welfare and conservation.

Think Twice is an international ‘public awareness campaign aimed at educating tourists and consumers about the 
impact of animal products as souvenirs on the survival of wildlife species.’ (www.IFAW.org)

In South Africa, Think Twice emphasises the primary trade of animal curios/souvenirs targeting specifically ivory, 
porcupines and shark teeth.

3. Methodology

The methodology deals with our approach to unpacking the brand; the way we went about gathering tools to under-
standing the brief. We did this from a zero-based perspective (starting from a clean slate). We conducted a situational 
analysis which led into the drawing up of brand blueprints for IFAW and Think Twice which were then taken through a 
SWOT analysis. The culmination of these processes assisted our team in arriving at key brand issues which then fed 
into the crafting of a positioning statement for Think Twice. From the new positioning statement a
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message and concept were constructed, these enabled the proposed Think Twice campaign to be creatively executed.

(Limitations presented themselves in the following categories: geographical scope for research; access to statistical 
data research; time restraints)

The focus of this brief was placed on IFAW South Africa, however research findings indicated that key issues of the 
brand are not only localised, but translate to the brand internationally. Therefore it is important to note that in order to 
provide IFAW with sustainable brand solutions, these issues must ultimately be addressed on a global scale.

Please see the diagram on the next page for a brief representation of the methodology used for this brief.
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4. Situational Analysis
      4.1. Brand Analysis
  4.1.1 IFAW Analysis
Category: •Animal Welfare

Heritage: •40 years in existence (23 years in South Africa)

Geographical reach: international, national and local 
•National and local issues focus on country of office.
•Represented in 16 countries worldwide; 200 campaigners; 
2 million contributors worldwide

Existing brand image: •Internationally recognised; low levels of South African awareness
•There is no continuity/consistency of brand image and identity

Strengths & Capabilities: •IFAW South Africa focuses solely on creating awareness 
and maintaining welfare of both wild and domestic animals. 
Herein lies the opportunity to tap this niche market and 
claim top-of-mind awareness with South African citizens. 
•IFAW has the ability to harness their existing partnerships with 
South African brands, organisations and businesses. These 
will aid in creating awareness and providing the necessary 
resources that IFAW or respective partners may need.

Funding: •The majority of funding for IFAW is generated through the public.
•IFAW do not accept funding from governments as this places them 
in a difficult position when the necessity arises to take government 
to task on animal welfare matters.
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IFAW chooses not to work with the following types of companies/organisations:

• Any companies involved in animal testing
• Companies involved in animal husbandry (farming and breeding)
• Meat packing or processing
• The production or sale of fur or leather 
• Companies that use animals in laboratory research
• Any companies that have been found to violate animal welfare laws
• Companies involved in the manufacture or supply of equipment used in the hunting or trapping of animals   
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4.1.2 Think Twice Analysis

Brand Heritage: •Internationally in existence since September 2003
•In existence in South Africa since 2006

Strengths & Capabilities: •Strong potential as sub-brand to underline and strengthen IFAW
•Opportunity to make a substantial difference by raising
awareness for the cause and ultimately increasing overall
recognition for IFAW
•Potential to be a silver bullet* for IFAW

As a Product: •National campaign throughout South Africa

Attributes: •Animal welfare and awareness
•Spills over into concern of country’s well being
•Guide people towards a sustainable solution with re-
gard to the souvenir industry that benefits the conserva-
tion of wildlife in South Africa

Customer Relationship: •Educator: To increase awareness of animal welfare issues with 
regards to primary trade of animal souvenirs in the South African 
market as well as offering alternative souvenirs 
 (Alternatives such as: beadwork; ceramics; woodwork etc) 

 * silver bullet is a brand “that positively influences the image of another brand. It can be a powerful force in creating, changing, or maintaining a brand im       
  age.” (Aaker:137) 7



In South Africa, Think Twice currently focuses on tourists visiting from the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and 
Germany (these represent about 500 000 inbound tourists to South Africa every year). IFAW is anticipating this 
number of tourists throughout the duration of the 2010 World Cup.

Think Twice SA supports alternative souvenir projects such as the MonkeyBiz Bead Project. This project employs 
women who make hand made bead souvenirs; with the profit generated returning to the employee’s pockets.
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4.1.3 Brand Architecture

“Brand architecture is the organising structure of the brand portfolio that specifies the brand roles and the relationships 
among brands such as IFAW and Think Twice” (Aaker:134).

1. Portfolio Roles

These roles ensure that the allocation of resources to brands or sub brands is effective and that there is synergy across 
brands (Aaker:136).

IFAW (including all 14 offices worldwide)
Think Twice: Silver Bullet
A silver bullet is a brand “that positively influences the image of another brand. It can be a powerful force in creating, 
changing, or maintaining a brand image.” (Aaker:137)

2. Relationship Spectrum: 

IFAW is a branded house that exists on an international level and is active throughout the world. It has 14 offices that 
fall under its branded name.

Please refer to appendix 3 for an illustration on brand architecture.
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3. Brand Portfolio Structure

•Hierarchy Trees: 
Horizontal: 14 Offices Worldwide (refer to appendix 3) with activity in a further seven destinations/areas.
Vertical: Various Campaigns managed by individual offices (IFAW South Africa has a total of six campaigns [refer to 
appendix 3])

•Brand Groupings: 
All campaigns/tasks/initiatives are grouped in specific animal location groups according to the location in question.

•Brand Range: (How far can the brand stretch e.g. Should IFAW or Think twice extend into educational programs?)
IFAW has a local, national and global brand range.
Think Twice has an international scope with the specific target range extending on a national level (Think Twice South 
Africa has a brand range that extends through out South Africa)
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4. Portfolio Language:

There is a lack of verbal and visual consistency throughout IFAW. Various brochures have different identities that 
include images, logos, verbal language (use of passive language) etcetera.

4.1.4 Existing Points of Contact

“The brand is a focal point for all the positive and negative impressions created by the buyer over time as he comes 
into contact with the brand’s products, distribution channel, personnel and communication” (Kapferer)
•Planned: Internet (IFAW website)
 Print Media (brochures, luggage tags, pamphlets)
Media (TV) (Plasma screen/Television advertisement at Cape Town Tourism)
Stakeholders (all those individuals who have a common interest in the brand. For example, employees, sponsors and 
industry traders)
•Unplanned:Word of Mouth
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4.1.5 Existing IFAW Blueprint

The blueprint crafted is based on the research and data gathered on the current state of IFAW and is presented as fol-
lows: 

IFAW BLUEPRINT

Positioning: IFAW is a global group of charitable organisations, which promote animal welfare and conservation.

Mission: To improve the welfare of wild and domestic animals throughout the world by reducing commercial exploitation 
of animals, protecting wild life habitats, and assisting animals in distress. IFAW seeks to motivate the public to prevent 
cruelty to animals and to promote animal welfare and conservation policies that advance the well-being of both animals 
and people.
 (the well-being of animals and humans is inextricably linked)

Core Identity: Global organisation that promotes animal welfare and conservation.

Extended Identity: Various campaigns and initiatives fulfilling the core identity of helping animal welfare
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Values: -transparency
 -integrity
 -winning
 -pragmatism
 -compassion
 -animal welfare

Value proposition/pay off line:

In each region where we work, IFAW’s activities are informed by local customs and culture and tailored to the particular 
economic and political conditions of that area. All of IFAW’s efforts are rooted in the belief that a world in which animal 
life can survive and thrive is fundamental to human well-being.

Personality: - concerned friend/friendly
         - non-militant approach
          - holistic/full spectrum (from assisting with emergency relief to animal welfare)

Verbal & Visual Code: There is currently no consistent brand image except for the bold logo and brand name.
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4.1.6 Existing Think Twice South Africa Blueprint

The following blueprint is crafted based on the research and data gathered on the current state of Think Twice South 
Africa and is presented as follows: 

THINK TWICE SOUTH AFRICA BLUEPRINT

Positioning: Think Twice is an IFAW public awareness campaign aimed at educating tourists and consumers about the 
impact of animal products as souvenirs on the survival of wildlife species.

Core Identity: International initiative that focuses on animal welfare on a national-specific scale.

Extended Identity: Offering alternative solutions to the purchase of souvenirs

Values: The values correlate with those of master brand (IFAW)
  
  -transparency
  -integrity
  -winning
  -pragmatism
  -compassion
  -animal welfare
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Value Proposition: 

Functional benefit- educational campaign that seeks to create awareness with regards to the primary trade of animal 
products as souvenirs. 

(Primary Trade: The deliberate killing of animals for the sole purpose of using them as souvenirs/products)

Emotional benefit- aimed at evoking a sense of responsibility and Pride (national) with regards to animal welfare in 
South Africa.

Self-expressive benefit- sense of involvement and contribution towards the sustainability of animal welfare.

Personality:  -Impactful
  - Dynamic
  - Interactive
  - Adaptable (to changing animal welfare situations of country of  specific office)

Verbal & Visual Code:  Similar to that of master brand, IFAW

To follow is a basic example of what a blue print looks like, in table format. IFAW can choose to include or exclude any 
of the information mentioned above.
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Think Twice

Core Welfare of wildlife and  domestic ani-
mals

Discouragement of primary trade of 
wildlife souvenirs

Extended ID Various campaigns and initiatives fulfill 
the core identity

Offering alternative solutions to the 
purchase of souvenirs

Values  -transparency
 -integrity
 -winning
 -pragmatism
 -compassion
 -animal welfare

 -transparency
  -integrity
  -winning
  -pragmatism
  -compassion
  -animal welfare

Relationship Educator  Educator

Positioning Global group of charitable organiza-
tions, which promote animal welfare and 
conservation

An IFAW public awareness campaign 
aimed  at educating tourists and con-
sumers about the impact of animal 
products as souvenirs on the survival 
of wildlife species
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4.2. Consumer Analysis

Think Twice has identified their target market as football fans and their travelling partners. However, because we started 
off from a zero-based perspective we felt it was necessary to understand what people knew about IFAW, Think Twice 
and the consequences of purchasing animal product souvenirs. Therefore the team crafted questionnaires that targeted 
(a) tourists and, (b) residents in South Africa. The questionnaires were divided in order to gain comparative insight from 
the two target audiences (Please look at the questionnaires in appendices 1 & 2).

•Tourists are those individuals who travel in, out and within South Africa 
•Residents in South Africa: include all those individuals who live and work in South Africa (for example: industry traders, 
families, businessmen, government official)

The questionnaires highlighted the fact that Think Twice needed to expand their target market into the field of residents 
currently living in South Africa because there was a low level of brand awareness. The interpretation of the research 
results brought forth further issues with regards to IFAW and the Think Twice campaign; this aided in defining the key 
brand issues. 

A total number 300 questionnaires were answered. (130 tourists and 170 residents responded via e-mail or through 
face-to-face interviews). Therefore Think Twice’s primary target audience includes both residents and tourists as we feel 
that they are equally important.

The following two profiles (resident and tourist) are illustrated below:
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4.2.1 Resident Profile
Age: •19-50 +
Occupation: •Students, shop assistants, construction owners, teach-

ers, wine sellers, mothers, and wives.
Brand Awareness: •More than 90% have no idea what IFAW or Think Twice 

is.
•7% May have heard of them, but they do not know what 
they do.
•3% Thought it was a HIV/AIDS campaign

Travel Destinations: •National parks, Knysna, Hermanus, Plettenberg Bay, 
Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town and Durban.
•70% feel no need to bring back souvenirs.
•30% bring back souvenirs such as: leather, ostrich 
eggs, spices and feathers.

Examples of Alternative Souvenirs: •Stone statues, copper bracelets, beadwork, vases, 
wines, wooden carvings, masks and art.
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Alternative Souvenirs: •40% would buy alternatives to animal products as they 
felt they were aware of what is endangered and what is 
not.

•30% of residents would not purchase alternatives 
as they perceived the quality to be low and lacking 
in authenticity and feel the animal products are more 
exclusive.

•30% of residents buy souvenirs made from animal 
products such as animal skins, carpets, drums, elephant 
hair bracelets, shark teeth and porcupine quills.

Animal Souvenirs: •Residents (25%) who do not buy souvenirs from animal 
products do so because of moral beliefs, high prices 
and lack of appeal.
•Residents (75%) buy gifts for friends overseas such as: 
books, wooden objects, food (ghost pops and biltong), 
wine, cigarettes, masks, electronics, key rings, bead-
works, postcards and clothing
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4.2.2 International Tourist Profile
Age: •18 – 50 +
Home Country: •USA, Europe, UK, Middle East, Australia, Canada, Scan-

dinavia and Africa
Brand Awareness: •85% have no idea what IFAW of the Think Twice cam-

paign is. 
•15% may have heard of them, but they do not know what 
they do.

Purpose of Travel: •90% were on holiday.
•10% were on business trips.

Travel Destinations: •National parks, Knysna, Hermanus, Plettenberg Bay, 
George, Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town, Mossel Bay, 
Stellenbosch, Springbok, Uppington, Namibia, Nelspruit, 
Saint Lucia, and Transkei. 
•All tourists bring back souvenirs. 
•All tourists bought souvenirs based on both aesthetic and 
nostalgic value.
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Cultural Awareness: •70% felt they had a mild awareness of South African 
culture and wildlife issues.
•20% felt they were aware.
•10% came with no expectations. 
•All tourists felt that they were contributing to the South 
African economy with the purchase of souvenirs.

Souvenir Trade: •Souvenirs that international tourists found most ap-
pealing were masks, rings, shark teeth, SA art and craft, 
cravings, pens sets, wallets, diaries, beadwork, aprons, 
clothing, jewellery, and décor.  
•95% would rather purchase alternative souvenirs to that 
of souvenirs made from animal products.
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4.3. Competitor Analysis

For the purpose of this brief the term competitor can be defined as those organisations, brands, and businesses who 
are in direct competition with IFAW in terms of awareness levels and the position they hold in the minds of the individual.

Only direct competitors of IFAW South Africa were analysed due to time and resource limitations. The following competi-
tors, with their positioning statements, were analysed:

 

    WWF (World Wildlife Fund): stop degradation of planet’s natural environment and to build a future in  
  which humans live in harmony with nature.                     

 

  WESSA (Wildlife and Environment Society of South Africa): one of the leading environmental 
       organisations in South Africa and their mission is to promote public participation in caring for the earth.

The above mentioned competitors are the two main competitors of IFAW South Africa. They both have been around for 
forty-five years and both focus on aspects of climate control, environmental awareness, nature etcetera, and not purely 
on animal welfare as IFAW does.
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 PETA (People for the ethical treatment of Animals): is the largest animal 
rights organisation in the world. PETA focuses its attention on the four areas in 
which the largest numbers of animals suffer the most intensely for the longest 
periods of time: on factory farms, in laboratories, in the clothing trade and in the 
entertainment industry.

 

SPCA (Speaking, Protecting & Caring for Animals): to fulfil our vision of being stead fast in 
our determination to stop cruelty to all creatures as a priority, not only in the minds of the regional 
government, local authorities, religious leaders and other bodies, but to our whole community.

 

AACL (Animal Anti Cruelty League): is South Africa’s second largest independent 
Animal Welfare Organisation that gets involved with all aspects of animal welfare.
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4. SWOT Analysis 

A SWOT analysis is a breakdown of a brand, an organisation, a business etcetera by strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats. Strengths and weaknesses are part of the internal analysis and opportunities and threats are 
part of the external analysis. 

Strengths: •Presence around the world i.e. represented in 16 
countries. 
•Individual branches focus solemnly on employ 100% 
locally in order to focus on specific challenges.
•Internally made up of a broad spectrum of professionals 
ranging from lawyers to conservationists and beyond.

Weaknesses: •No consistency of brand identity (prevalence of brand 
schizophrenia)   
•Low level of brand awareness on a South African national 
scale
•Low level of resources (low level of manpower correlates 
with low funding) 
•No frequent Internal and external auditing of campaigns
•Evident passiveness towards creating a sustainable and 
impact of campaigns that motivates the individual.
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Opportunities: •IFAW South Africa focuses solely on creating awareness 
of animal welfare of both domestic and wild animals in 
South Africa; therein lies the potential to be hailed as lead-
ers in this particular niche.
•Potential to make a genuine connection to South Africa 
and its residents. This connection needs to be conveyed at 
every point of contact.
•IFAW has the opportunity to strategically partner with fel-
low South African brands that will add value of the IFAW 
brand and strengthen their credibility within South Africa.

Threats: •In South Africa, a highly established level of brand 
awareness, support and following exists for similar 
organisations, such as WWF and WESSA.
•High level of reluctance to commit to a cause that could 
potentially threaten the livelihoods of traders.
•With specific reference to Think Twice, there is the threat 
of drowning in the clutter of social/issue campaigns already 
in existence in South Africa
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6. Key Brand Issues

• How can IFAW claim brand awareness in South Africa?
• How can IFAW create a strong brand identity?
• How can IFAW effectively carry out its brand identity through points of contact?
• How can IFAW alter/change the behaviour of those individuals who purchase products made from the primary  
 trade of animals? 

Our obligation is to serve the IFAW brand; therefore we have stipulated key issues concerning IFAW in South Africa. 
These issues share commonality with Think Twice.

From the situational analysis, blue prints and key issues found, we found that we needed to create immediate aware-
ness of IFAW and Think Twice in South Africa. It was therefore necessary to focus on a holistic awareness campaign 
and not one that focused solely in FIFA Soccer World Cup 2010. Therefore the following objectives show that Think 
Twice requires a sustainable campaign that runs before, during and after 2010.

7. Objectives

•To develop a strong and consistent brand identity for IFAW’s Think Twice initiative within South Africa over the next 6 
months.
•To create more awareness of the role of IFAW from 10% to 50% top-of-mind awareness* within the next 26 months in 
South Africa. 
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• To establish sustainable points of contact that effectively conveys IFAW’s Think Twice brand identity.

*(Top-of-mind awareness: Occurs when a brands name is the first thing that comes to mind e.g. Animal welfare= IFAW)

Brand identity is the glue that holds everything (brand architecture, contact management) together. We feel it is neces-
sary to craft a strong brand identity before increasing brand awareness in South Africa. The global identity crisis that 
seems prevalent for IFAW needs addressing before it can be tackled in South Africa. Due to regional limitations we can-
not attempt to correct this on an international scope. The recommendations that we provide for Think Twice South Africa 
have the potential to be fluid across the board, and should ultimately lend solutions internationally.

Think Twice will act as a platform for amplified brand awareness to IFAW. 

8. Positioning Statement

IFAW’s initiative Think Twice acts for the preservation of the natural balance between animal and human, by discourag-
ing the primary trade of animal products. 
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8.1 Elaboration on positioning statement

•Focus: natural balance between animal and human (this is the differentiator in relation to the competitors- remind the 
client about them)

•Preservation: ‘Protecting from harm, guarding from danger’ (this approach argues that there should be no primary trade 
in animals, because if any trade is allowed, the door is open for uncontrollable illegal trade)

•Conservation: sustainable use (this reaffirms the strength of using the word “preservation”)

•Primary trade: the deliberate killing of animals for the sole purpose of using them as souvenirs/products

9. Message

Essentially the “message” is what one is communicating to the target audience with the purpose of changing mindsets 
or behaviour. It is found through pin-pointing and then distilling the focus of the positioning statement. Thus, the 
positioning statement and the message closely correlate.

From the above Think Twice positioning statement, the following message was formed:

Don’t upset the natural balance between man and animal.
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10. Concept

A “concept” is how one goes about communicating the message. It works in direct correlation with our message, as it
illustrates how the great consequences of small actions can  have devastating effects on the natural balance. 

Thus the Think Twice concept is as follows:

Small actions have great consequences.

11. Execution

The copy-driven execution explores small actions that essentially seem routinised , but represent a small moment that 
will never come around again, and, if missed or poorly chosen, will result in a great consequence.
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12. Think Twice Logo

Currently IFAW’s Think Twice SA initiative has no distinguishable logo. In order to successfully increase awareness 
about the initiative and its cause in SA, we believe it is of utmost importance to design a logo for Think Twice that is 
independent from IFAW’s logo. A logo that reflects Think Twice’s tone and attitude, that is timeless, progressive and 
easily recognisable, will contribute toward achieving a consistent visual brand identity.

The type face chosen is similar to that of the IFAW logo, in order to create a visual bond between the two. The colour 
palette consists of  two shades of grey, reflecting Think  Twice’s values of transparency and integrity. Since our vision is 
for Think Twice to become a silver bullet for IFAW, we chose to complement the logo 

13. Points of Contact

“The brand is a focal point for all the positive and negative impressions created by the buyer over time as he comes 
into contact with the brand’s products, distribution channel, personnel and communication” (Kapferer)
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14. Contact Roll-out Model

online

alternative

outdoor

print

radio

 

 

 

 

•December 2008
•R5000

•March 2009
•R200 000

•June 2009
•R2.4 million (pm)

•October 2009
•R320 000 (pm)

•Think Twice Home page
•Banner Ads

•World call card
•Local phone card

•Bus Shelter

•Getaway magazine
•In flight magazines
•Newspaper

•December 2009
•R240 000 (pm)

•Cape Talk
•RSG
•Jaccaranda FM
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15. Media Objective and Budget Setting

15.1 Media Objectives

IFAW is internationally recognised, but has a low level of awareness in South Africa. Therefore we wish to increase 
the awareness levels through various types of media.

•Getaway magazine
•In flight magazines
•Newspaper
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Below is an explanation of this diagram:

Cover/Reach (the amount of people the campaign wishes to connect with)
•Due to the objectives we are trying to increase the level of awareness of the IFAW brand and Think Twice campaign 
in South Africa on a national level from 10% - 50% in the next 26 months.
•Target audience is that of Tourists and Residents in South Africa therefore need to have a high reach in order to 
reach most individuals on a national level as well as appealing to a mass market.

Frequency (the number of times an individual is exposed to campaign execution/message) 
•High level of frequency in the beginning of the campaign which will gradually decrease as awareness levels start to 
increase.
•High level of frequency will create recall amongst the target audience which will lead to a higher awareness of IFAW 
brand and Think Twice campaign.
•The campaign consists of more than one execution, therefore a high level of frequency ensures that target exposed 
to all, if not most, executions.

Impact (the effectiveness of the execution/message)
•The message and concept contained within the Think Twice campaign executions are impactful enough as they 
already break out of the category mould. The executions create a sense of intrigue and interest about the brand. 
Therefore a medium impact is required.
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Time (the duration of the campaign)
•Reach and frequency levels will be consistent and continuous over the next 26 months. Consistency will help create 
a sustainable brand message and concept.
•After 26 months, reach and frequency can be lowered and reassessed. 

15.2 Media Mediums

•Print (magazines and newspapers)
•Outdoor (bus shelters)
•Alternative (international and local calling cards)
•Online (website and other online brands, organisations, business)
•Radio

15.3 Media Budget

IFAW gave us a budget of R300 000 for 2010. Due to the nature of our campaign (extending before, during and 
beyond 2010) this budget is subject to change in order to effectively run a successful campaign. To illustrate how 
the budget should be allocated we have divided the budget as follows according to percentages and importance of 
contact point.
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Print  (48%) R144 000
•May be able to get discount rates due to nature of brand and campaign

Outdoor  (20%) R60 000
•Own space for period of time (during 2010, and tourist season peaks)

Alternative (15%) R45 000
•The ability to own the space/medium

Online  (3%) R9 000
•Website can be done at low cost by IFAW
•Presence on other web pages/websites can be sponsored or offered at a discount rate by the host of those web-
sites/web pages

Radio  (14%) R42 000
•Ability to get sponsored radio spots on certain radio stations due to nature of brand and campaign
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16. Conclusion

The positioning statement has been crafted in order to encapsulate what Think Twice South Africa represents, and 
how potential parties (stakeholders) should view the brand. Furthermore, this positioning statement will aid creative 
and strategic directors in executing the objectives (and solutions) outlined that will best suit the brand and lead to 
effective and sustainable brand solutions. 
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Appendices
Appendix 1
Residents within South Africa Questionnaire for IFAW

Residents within South Africa
 Questionnaire for IFAW

1. How old are you, and what is your profession?

2. Have you heard of IFAW and do you know what it stands for?

3. Have you heard of Think Twice and do you know what it is?

4. Do you travel within South Africa, where?

5. Do you bring back any souvenirs/curios to remind you of your trip?

6. Would you purchase souvenirs/curios made from animal products? If yes, what?

7. If you had the choice to buy alternative souvenirs/curios that are not made from animals, would you prefer purchasing these? 
Why?

8. If you were to travel overseas to visit friends or relatives, would you take souvenirs/curios for them? What would you take?
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Appendix 2
Tourist Questionnaire for IFAW

Tourist
Questionnaire for IFAW

1. Where do you come from, how old are you?

2. Have you heard of IFAW and do you know what it stands for?

3. Have you heard of Think Twice and do you know what it is?

4. What is the purpose of your travels to South Africa – are you travelling on your own, or with a group (package deal, family, 
friends)?

5. Where are you travelling to in SA, and what are your means of travelling i.e. rental cars, airlines?

6. To what extent do you feel you are aware of South African culture and wildlife issues?

                  1: Very aware 2:  Aware 3: Mildly informed 4: I came with no expectations

7. How did you go about researching your travels i.e. internet, travel agent etc?

8.1 Do you, or are you planning to purchase souvenirs/curios during your stay in South Africa? 38



9. Where are you most likely to purchase these souvenirs/curios – shopping mall or market?

10. Do you feel that you are supporting or contributing to South Africa through the purchase of souvenirs/curios?
 
11. Are you buying souvenirs/curios for nostalgic and/or aesthetic value?

12. Who initiates the interest in the purchase?

            1: Travel Agent   2: Tour guide   3: Family member or companion   4: Yourself  5: Other
 
13. Would you consider buying alternative souvenirs/curios that are not made from animals? 

14. If you knew that the alternatives support a worthy/charitable cause, would you prefer buying these?
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Appendix 3

IFAW architecture map
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